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GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS (PART 4)

Recommendation 1

The Committee generally supports the current quarantine measures taken by CALM to

limit the spread of dieback disease by restricting access to critical areas.

Recommendation 2

The Committee recommends that CALM in its role as the manager of most of Western

Australia's public land/ should use its discretion freely but reasonably to have its

Minister quarantine areas under particular threat of dieback infection/ or dieback spread

within an infected area/ without waiting for a full management plan; notwithstanding

such a declaration/ current bona-fide commercial users of an area to be quarantined

would be encouraged to negotiate access rights where this would not directly jeopardise

dieback control measures being implemented, In addition a special effort needs to be

taken to clearly and simply explain to local people the necessity for such action and an

emergency budget allocation made to fund this effort.

Recommendation 3

That the Department of Conservation and Land Management intensify its campaign to

educate the public on the ways dieback is spread and the public role in limiting the

proliferation of these killer [ungi; and enlist the aid of supportive community groups

whenever possible; the primaru targets of this campaign should be touring groups/ park

users and school communities.

Recommendation 4.

That a "Dieback Pack" of information be developed by CALM and the RA.C aimed at

educating motorists and in particular 4WD vehicle users on preventative measures/ and

that the pack be supplied at reasonable cost (if necessary) to motorists and also placed in

the "glove box" of all 4WD vehicles offered for sale.
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Recommendation 5

The Committee recommends the [ormation of local "Friends of the Park" type voluntary

groups to provide advice and support for the management of National Parks and reserve

lands in their area and that a CALYf ofj£cer have a key role 'With each of these voluntary

groups to provide additional expert and scientific input: It also encourages the

Government to consider giving such groups legislative support similar to that enjoyed by

Land Conservation District Committees (LCDC's).

RecommendatiQn 6

That a simple, clear and brief information pamphlet be distributed to all shires, farmers

and householders outlining the dangers and methods of spread of dieback: and simple

hygiene measures needed to limit its spread.

RecQmmendation 7

The Committee recommends that as soon as is practicable all road reserves in known or

suspected die back areas be tested for the presence of the dieback disease in order to

establish a disease profile of each road, so that appropriate disease control measures can

be implemented during reconstruction and maintenance work.

RecQmmendatiQn 8

The Committee recommends that the Gouernment review relevant sections of the Act and

the Mining Act with the object Qf making road-building materials available from public

lands [or the purposed of building better quality and relatiuelu cheaper roads where the

dieback.-diseases status of such material to be supplied is tested and found appropriate

to the disease status of the road reserve being improved.
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RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS (PART 5)

RecQmmendatiQn 9

The Committee urges the Gouemment to ensure that adequate funding is directed to the

mapping and interpretation of dieback risk areas, where the spread of the disease is

expected to be quickest and most damaging. A list Qf priQrity areas shQuld be drown up

by a top-level AdvisQry grQUP cQmprising CA. L.M and industry representatives

including:

(i) Horticulture:

(ii) apiarists;

(iii) Local Government;

(iv) conservationists,

(v) tour operators;

(vi) [oresters; and

(vii) miners.

Recommendation 10

The Committee recommends that very high prioritu be given to the development of

quicker and cheaper diagnostic methods of detecting dieback pathogens, and that private

research companies and individuals also be invited to contract [or this development.

RecQmmendatiQn 11

The Committee notes Westem Auetralian's achievements in research and treatment of
dieback diseases and recommends that all avenues of research should be co-ordinated as

far as it is commerciallu appropriate, to achieve a greater and wider research base and

speeder resolution Qf the problems of dieback diseases.

RecQmmendation 12

Research grants, should be made wherever possible to local research companies,

individuals and institutions so that Western Australian benefits economicallu [rom the

technology deueloped in dieback disease control.
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FUTURE RESEARCH FUNDING (PART 6)

ReCQmmendatiQn 13

The Committee urges the Government to ensure that CALM keeps close contact 'with the

agricultural and horticultural industries and if possible with their research base and

control practices.

RecQmmendatiQn 14

The Committee recommends that C4.LM and the new dieback research prQgramme at

MurdQch University maintain a public "running list" of minor and major research targets

that could be taken up by tertiary graduates/ priuate researches and industries.

RecommeztdatiQll 15

The Committee recommends that [ollouiing the election due in 1993/ the Committee be

reconstituted to further investigate the areas which were peripheral to the Committee's

current Terms o] Reference/ as well as some additional issues that have arisen late in the

Committee's deliberations and will require more time to investigate.
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DIEBACK DISEASES AND INDUSTRY (PART 7)

Recommendation 16

That the Government instruct CALM to make a very strenuous effort to discover and help

local communities establish suitable short and medium stay camping areas near popular

local recreation spots where the risk of dieback: spread is minimal or manageable,

especially in the lower rainfall areas East of Bremer Bay.

RecommendatiQn 17

The Committee recommends that licences be issued [rom local District Offices Qf CALM

and that pickers can only be emploued after they have been given instruction and

accreditation by CALM on hQW to collect flotuers ioithout spreading Phutophthora and

leaving unnecessary scars on plants thus allotoing the entry of the Aerial Canker fungi

which are now prevalent on the south coast areas particularly.

Recommendation 18

The Committee is confident that mining operations can proceed in or adjacent to dieback

infected areas prouided effective quarantine and hygiene practices are obserued at all

stages of exploration, mining and transport of materials. Such practices must continue to

be obserued strictly, and monitored closelu.

RecommendatiQn 19

The Committee believes that a large proportion of the registration fees obtained from the

apiarists should be directed back into dieback research in these areas. The Committee

urges the Gooemment to ensure that every effort is made to alloui beekeepers access to

safe sites close to dieback areas SQ that bees can range over any honeu-floio in such

areas.

- - ------ ---- -------- -- ----------- ----- --- ------- --------------- -- -- --- -- ------------------ --------- -- - ---- -- ------- ----- ---------- ------- - ----------------
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FUTURE RESEARCH FUNDING RECOMMENDATIONS (PART 8)

Recommendation 20

The Committee recommends that a Dieback Research Foundation/Trust/Fund be

established under legislation to receive contributions from public and corporate sources

for funding research projects on dieback: diseases. We recommend that Tax Deductible

Status is sought for donations to this fund.

Recommendation 21

The Dieback Research Foundation should be administered by a high profile non

government council representing Industry; Academia; Independent Researchers and CALvt
with the Chairman being a senior officer of CA.LM.

Recommendation 22

The Committee recommends that the Government strongly oppose any proposal to move

dieback research, or research funds; away from Western Australia.

By actively promoting Western Australia's advanced level of dieback management and

research; it should be possible to attract joint research projects to this State along with

an appropriate share of the funding for such research.

Recommendation 23

The Committee recommends that the Dieback Researcli Foundation actively seek out-of

State industries to conduct jointly funded dieback research in Western Australia where so

much advanced study and research is already taking place.
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PREAMBLE

Dieback is deadly to many Western Australian plant species. It is a very hardy, very resistant

fungus; it is not killed out by fire, drought or flood. It spreads insidiously as a tiny spore in soil

particles, in root fragments, and in water. Some of the fungi, such as aerial canker travel by air.

Dieback is very dangerous to much of our botanical heritage.

The threats that dieback poses to our society if it is not controlled fall into two broad categories.

The first is FLORAL DIVERSITY. It is frightening to realise that Western Australia could lose

hundreds of species from our numerous and diverse natural plant heritage. This could include

some species which are unique to our State, and are confined to small areas.

The list of our rare species now endangered by the spread of dieback has grown alarmingly.

Associated with this is the threatened loss of habitat (and therefore survival) of some dependent

marsupials and other fauna

The second category is ECONOMIC LOSS. For example the loss of a significant number of our

wildflower, timber or propagated species will mean that many wildflower tours in badly affected

areas will cease to operate.

A significant reduction of our natural forest and floral heritage will impact heavily on

i) the timber industry

ii) the tourist industry

iii) the wildflower industry

iv) the beekeepers I honey industry and

v) some horticultural industries.

This Committee has not attempted to quantify the potential economic loss in dollar terms, but it is

generally accepted that it will be significant.

···-----Thepublic detl(lte-on!-dieback-infi~ction-esealaied in -West/~rn -Ausiralia UUl-ln;'~-L:';J::;l--U7.JeF [.11J::.:·e:x;[.enrr.-············ .
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of the problem in terms of the area of the public estate which was diseased.

It became a "percentage" debate in the public arena which ultimately led to the formation of this

Select Committee of the Legislative Council on the motion of the Shadow Minister for the

Environment, the Honourable Phillip Pendal MLC, Member for South Metropolitan Region.

As our field trips have progressed it has become evident to this Committee that the current

percentage of an area infected, while in itself important is not the most vital factor.

What is critical is firstly the internal distribution of local infections; secondly, the ability of this

large and varied group of fungi to spread in that local environment;

and thirdly the speed with which the fungi are likely to spread, given the geography and

topography of a specific location.

This third factor, the speed at which dieback fungi can spread, is what makes the disease so

dangerous to our National Parks and Conservation Reserves.

In soil, the spores can be carried hundreds of kilometres by particles on muddy vehicles or

machinery and start a spot infection in another hospitable site.

In watercourses, the spores can be carried many kilometres from the infective source by the flow of

the streams.

In moist soil on steep hillsides a small infection can be spread hundreds of metres downslope in a

year, either by seepage through the soil or by surface rivulets.

Sideways or uphill spread by seepage is usually about one metre per year circumferentially.

It is our sincere hope that this and subsequent reports will clarify to the public the threat that

dieback poses to our landscape and the vital role that all people can play in fighting this deadly

and stealthy disease of our forests, woodlands and heaihlands.
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PART 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Select Committee into the Spread of Dieback in National Parks and

Conservation Reserves was appointed by the Legislative Council on Tuesday, 7

May 1991, and consists of one member from each of the political parties, i.e.

Honourables W N Stretch (Chairman) (Liberal Party), M S Montgomery (National

Party), and R J Thomas (Labor Party).

1.2 The Committee was the initiative of the, the Han P G Pendal MLC who moved in

the Legislative Council on May 7, 1991, the following motion:

"That Hon W N Stretch! Hon Murray Montgomery and Hon Bob Thomas be appointed to

serve on the committee and that the chairman be Hon W N Stretch. "

1.3a Terms of Reference are set out in the following motion passed by the Legislative

Council on Tuesday, 7 May 1991:

"That a Select Committee of the Legislative Council be appointed to inquire into and

report on the extent to which the disease phiitophthora dieback has infected the State's

system of national parks and conservation reserves administered under the Conservation

and Land Management Act and the measures being taken to combat the further spread of

the disease! and that the Committee to have powers to send for persons and papers! and

report back to the House by no later than 1 December 1991."

1.3b Further to the original Terms of Reference the Committee resolved to seek the

following orders from the House:

(i) the Committee have the power to move from place to place to hear

evidence;

(ii) where the Legislative Council is adjourned for more than 14 days, the

Committee may publish a report;

(iii) that the date fixed for the presentation of the Committee's final report be

extended from December I, 1991 to June 4, 1992; and

........ (iv): ·~subsequentlyextensi:ons·were~granted-to-the-September ·1~~1992iand~then-~~~~ .. ~ ~ ..'
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further to the September 22 1992.

The House agreed to these five requests, (i) on May 28 1991, (ii) and (iii) on

November 27 1991, (iv) on May 28 1992 and September 17 1992 respectively.

1.4 (i) Advertisements for submissions to the Committee were published in

provincial, metropolitan and rural newspapers during June 1991 with no

cut-off date for submissions.

1.4 (ii) The Committee has advertised its hearings in advance at country centres in

the local media in order to maximise public interest and input.

1.5 As a result of these advertisements the Committee has received sixty one

responses to date.
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PART 2: DEFINITIONS

2.1 Dieback is a generic and non-scientific term, widely understood by the public to

cover the widespread death and mutilation of flora in Western Australia. The

Committee sees no need to complicate the public's perception of the problem and

therefore has used the term "Dieback Disease (or Diseases)" to cover the following

diseases of local flora as set out in a letter to the Committee by Dr Bryan Shearer

of the Department of Conservation and Land Management.

Dieback Caused by:

Phytophthora Armillaria Cankers

Pathogen cinnamomi A. luteobubalina Botryoshphaeria
citricola Cytospora

cryptogea Diplodina
drechsleri Endothia

megasperma Zythiostroma
nicoiianae

Veg. phase diploid diploid haploid

Sporulation zoospores conidia
chlamydospores

oospores basidiospores ascospores

Spread soil/coater/roots air/roots air/rain/splash

Host range Wide Wide Wide
Mainly:- Hosts:- Hosts:-

Proteaceae Epacridaceae • resistant to Phytophthora • resistant to Phytophthora

* susceptible to Armillaria • susceptible to canker

Impact
Forest

jarrah loco-high loco-high loui-ini
karri loco lOUD-high loui-int
iuari lOUD lour-high. high
uiandoc low high high

Coast dune lOUD high lour-tnt

Banksia
woodland high lour-hign lour-high.

2.2 The Committee notes that only six species of phytophthora are listed in the
.........•-~._~--~_.... _--

above table, and that further subdivided species of phytophthora have been
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named. Phytophthora megasperma has been subdivided into P.megaspenna

var.megasperma and P.megasperma var. sojae. The subdivision of P.megasperma is

based on oogonial size, but overseas work indicates that species could be

divided into about nine distinct subgroups based on morphological, cytological,

molecular and pathological characteristics. Pmicotianae has been distinguished

into P. nicotianae oar.ntcoiianae and Pmicoiianae uar.parasiiica. The separation of

Pmicotianae is based on sporangial size, but DNA techniques have not

supported this. Recent published work shows that there may be at least seven

subgroups within these two species. The Committee notes that phytophthora

Clandestina has been shown to cause damage to the roots of subterranean

clover.

2.3 In the context of this report the letters 'CALM' indicate 'the Department of

Conservation and Land Management.

2.4 GLOSSARY

Chlamydospore

Thick-walled asexual spore that is able to survive adverse conditions.

Cleandown

The removal of all potentially infected material from an object. This

can be achieved by using a high;-press-ure water jet (washdown),
. -

compressed air (blowdown) or a brush (brushdown).

Dieback disease

The disease of plants caused by infection by soil-borne fungi of the

genus Phytophthora.

17



Dieback disease risk area

An area of land declared by the Minister to be at risk from dieback

disease. The area usually contains infected land, but is mainly

uninfected land. Pedestrian access is permitted, but any other

access required a permit.

Hazardtin relation to dieback disease)

The combination of environmental, climatic and management factors

that influence the potential impact of dieback disease on a site.

Host

The plant or animal that is invaded by a pathogen or parasite and

from which the pathogen or parasite derives its energy.

Hygiene (in relation to dieback disease)

Actions that decrease the risk of the pathogen being introduced, spread,

intensified or surviving.

Hygiene barrier

An object around or over which it is difficult to pass infected

material during an operation.

Hygiene map

A map showing the location of infected and uninfected land and

areas where dieback disease presence or absence can not be

determined.

18



Incipient dieback disease

An infection that has not had time to establish and express symp

toms of dead and dying plants.

Indicator species

A species of plant known to be susceptible to a pathogen and

consistent in its expression of symptoms, whose death generally

indicates disease presence at a site.

Low profile reading

Roads placed as low in the landscape as possible so as to minimise

the area down-slope from the road.

Mini-xatchments

An area within a larger catchment which is self contained in terms

of surface water runoff.

Mycelium

The vegetative part of a fungus, usually made up of filaments called

hyphae.

Oospores

Thick-walled spores produced by the mycelium under certain

conditions.

Pathogen

Any organism that causes disease.

19



Resistant taxa

Taxa or host plants that are not killed when infected with Phy

tophthora species.

Risk (in relation to dieback disease)

The probability of an operation introducing, spreading or

intensifying dieback disease, or allowing the pathogen to survive at

a site.

Split phasing

The separation of component tasks of an operation in time and/or

space, so as to minimise opportunities for dieback disease spread.

Susceptible taxa

Taxa of host plants that are known to be killed when infected with

Phytophthora species.

Taxon (taxa)

General term for a taxonomic group, whatever its rank; i.e, it may

be a species, subspecies or variety.

Zoospore

A motile spore that swims by the beating of a flagellum or several

flagella.
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TYPICAL HYGIENE MAP-LEGEND DEFINITIONS

SECURE DIEBACK-FREE: FOREST APPARENTLY FREE OF DIEBACK AND

UPSLOPE FROM DIEBACK, SUSPECT, UNINTERPRETABLE, AND N.E.Q ROADS.

LOW POTENTIAL RISK: FOREST APPARENTLY FREE OF DIEBACK BUT

DOWNSLOPE FROM DIEBACK, SUSPECT, UNINTERPRETABLE OR N.E.Q

CONSIDERED TO HA VE A LOW POTENTIAL FOR INFECTION BY

PHYTOPHTHORA CINNAMOMI BY NATURAL SPREAD.

UNINTERPRETABLE: FOREST IN WHICH SUSCEPTIBLE PLANTS ARE

ABSENT OR TOO FEW TO ENABLE THE INTERPRETATION OF P. CINNAMOMI

PRESENCE OR ABSENCE.

N.E.Q: FOREST ADJACENT TO ROADS IN WHICH THERE IS A POTENTIAL FOR

INCIPIENT DISEASE.

HIGH POTENTIAL RISK: FOREST APPARENTLY FREE OF DIEBACK OR

UNINTERPRETABLE, BUT DOWNSLOPE FROM OR IN THE SAME SWAMP AS

DIEBACK OR SUSPECT. CONSIDERED TO HAVE A HIGH POTENTIAL FOR

INFECTION BY P. CINNAMOMI BY NATURAL SPREAD IN FREE WATER.

SUSPECT: FOREST IN WHICH THE EVIDENCE FOR P. CINNAMOMI PRESENCE

OR ABSENCE IS INCONCLUSIVE.

DIEBACK: FOREST AREAS WHICH SHOW CURRENT DIEBACK SYMPTOMS

AND ARE SUPPORTED BY LABORATORY RECOVERIES OF P. CINNAMOMI FROM

SOIL AND TISSUE SAMPLES.

N.B.-N.E.Q. NOT EFFECTIVELY QUARANTINED-ROADS,

TRACKS WITHIN THE DISEASE RISK AREA THAT HAVE CONSIDERABLE

USE THROUGHOUT ALL SEASONS WITH AN UNKNOWN DEGREE OF

HYGIENE.

""INCIPIENTDISEASE=FOREst'j}.rWmCH'·p:'C1NNAMtJMrM.AYBE ,.

PRESENT BUT SYMPTOMS ARE YET TO APPEAR.
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PART 3: WORKING PLAN

3.1 The Committee developed this working plan that would achieve the objectives

outlined in the Motion of Appointment as set out in the introduction (1.3).

3.2 OBJECTIVES: To produce a constructive report to the Parliament outlining:-

The current extent of dieback infection.

How much dieback has spread since 1971.

""

""

The effectiveness of current control measures, and their implementation

by the community.

Future needs for scientific research.

A comparison of Western Australia's programme of dieback control and

research with other States of Australia and overseas countries.

Future directions for the control of dieback infection in Western

Australia.

3.3 METHOD:

"" Obtain briefings from Department of Conservation and Land

Management officers and private scientists and consultants in Perth.

Advertise for submissions from interested persons and organisations.

Obtain a briefing from the Environmental Protection Authority if

appropriate.
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Review and collate appropriate research papers.

Inspect research facilities and assess future needs.

Undertake field inspection trips.

Prepare interim and final reports.

B E A R s

[The Committee wishes to thank the "The Independent Monthly /I and Mr Patrick Cook for

allowing the Committee to include his cartoon in the report.]
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PART 4: OVERYIEW OF THE PRESENT SITUATION

It is clear to the Committee that dieback diseases have the potential to destroy

many species of Western Australian flora and thereby cause economic loss to

our State. From these observations, there arise a number of philosophical

questions.

Is dieback an inevitable evolutionary phenomenon in an inevitably changing

landscape? If this is so, should society devote huge budgets to preserving the

status quo in a non-static environment? Will not new or mutated species

develop or evolve to replace those that are failing the evolutionary challenge of

the dieback diseases?

These are questions society must face up to, and then direct their funds

accordingly, either privately or through the Government.

Fortunately, the impact of dieback is not uniform throughout Western

Australian National Parks and Wildlife Reserves. Dieback is primarily a disease

of the wetter parts of the State.

Consequently, phytophthora is widespread throughout the D'Entrecasteaux

region with the exception of some isolated high country and the non

susceptible limestone based coastal land. With it's huge areas of infected black

water wetlands, the Committee believes' th~t· it is a low' priority for spending,

and any money should be aimed at the quarantining of any major "clean" areas

of higher land and a general hygiene education program for those using the

D'Entrecasteaux area so that the fungus is not spread to distant places on

vehicles and machinery.

The Stirling Range National Park presents a more positive scenario although

the very steep terrain has led to some rapid spread of Phytophthora

Cinnamorni in many locations.

24



The installation of boundary fire-breaks caused many outbreaks of dieback,

and roadside infections indicate that road construction and maintenance has

been responsible to these outbreaks.

Remote sensing data has given CALM an better picture of the extent of

infection in this National Park, and thereby the knowledge to design better

control procedures. Rigorous quarantine restrictions on some "clean" peaks and

mountain sides may well be required. (See Recommendation 2)

Being a large area containing this prominent mountain feature and unique

floral diversity, this Committee regards the Stirling Range National Park as a

very high priority for funding, as protection from further dieback disease is

still feasible over much of this Park. CALM is currently interpreting the latest

remote sensing data on the Stirling Range National Park, but on its 1989

survey it is probably more then 20% infected.

The Reserves and National Parks immediately to the East of Albany are high

priorities for spending, as it is this area that has suffered most from Aerial

Canker infections as well as Phytophthora fungi. As an example, CALM

considers that the Two People Bay Nature Reserve is approximately 70%

infected.

It was indicated to the Committee that some small areas of dieback could be

isolated and treated at this present early stage if funds were made available,

the.~eby eradicating' Phvtophihora v, Cinnamomi nom the potentially highly

infective mountain sides.

The Fitzgerald River National Park, being in a lower rainfall zone carries far

less infection and is less at risk of total devastation. Nevertheless, evidence was

presented that Bell Track in the central region of the park was a major

outbreak, and because of the swampy terrain, was a highly infective source.

The East Mount Barren area also poses some management challenges but it

appears to the Committee that these are being addressed positively and
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rationally. CALM estimates that probably less than 1% of the Fitzgerald River

National Park is currently infected.

As mentioned in 7.2, the Committee would like to see freer access to more

beaches in the Fitzgerald National Park, particularly for local people in these

more isolated communities such as Hopetoun and Ravensthorpe.

The Esperance district coastal National Parks of Cape Arid and Cape Le

Grande are interesting. The Committee finds the former to be in little danger of

large scale dieback infection and degradation at this stage, although the size of

these parks and their isolated nature present their own challenges to land

managers.

The incidence of dieback diseases in Cape Le Grande was a surprise to the

Committee. Despite its comparative isolation the area has a long history of

maritime visitation and early white pastoral settlement which may help explain

the heavy incidence of dieback diseases there. CALM estimates that Cape Le

Grande National Park is probably more then 50% infected.

It is in these areas that community involvement in park management and

public education become so very important in preventing dieback spreading

from the existing pockets of infection (see recommendation 2).

In the Coastal Sandplain zone between Muchea and Geraldton, there is the

potential for dieback to spread through "people pressure" due to it's proximity

to the Perth Metropolitan Area where dieback disease is widespread. With so

much private land and farming activity in the vicinity, the emphasis for

dieback management must be on a land-user education program and

community vigilance. CALM's Moara District Office estimates that dieback in

Northern Sandplains is quite widespread, but the areas infected would total

less than 1000 ha on Parks and Reserves.

The importance of this area to Western Australia's honey industry cannot be

-over=emphasised due to wide-diversity of flora-including many-of- the-banksia ...._ .. _-_ .. -...
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species.

Again, the generally lower average rainfall experienced in much of this area

makes disease control and quarantine measures easier to manage.

As well as these major National Parks, there are many smaller National Parks

and Nature Reserves that require management for dieback. Many of them have

the potential to cause dieback to spread from them to distant clean areas.

CALM or any other land management authority that Government might create,

will never be able to police the use of and access to all these small dieback

areas of the State.

Our best defence against these killer fungi is a caring public, educated to the

dangers they pose to our national estate, aware of their responsibility in

limiting the spread of dieback, and willing to do something about it.

4.1 CURRENT CONTROL MEASURES

"Dieback" comprises a group of killer fungal diseases of Western Australia's

forests, woodlands and heathlands. At this stage of scientific knowledge there

is no broad-scale cure for it, although there are several promising areas of

research being pursued.

Therefore the quarantine policy as developed by the former Forest Department

and further refined by the Department of Conservation and Land Management

is currently the most effective strategy for limiting the spread of dieback

disease (see appendix D).

Recommendation 1

The Committee generally supports the current quarantine measures taken

by CALM to limit the spread of dieback disease by restricting access to
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4.2 EMERGENCY QUARANTINE POWERS

In some areas, such as Mt Manypeaks on the South Coast, dieback infection is

at an early stage and is still in fairly small, isolated areas. Rapid, urgent and

sometimes drastic action may well be the only way to stop these infections

becoming a major outbreak.

Immediate quarantine of such areas is justified in our opinion without waiting

for the consultative process of management plans to be completed. It should be

noted that this was done in the Fitzgerald National Park and caused a lot of

local controversy and friction. Where such action is taken, a special budget

needs to be se aside for public explanation to local residents.

Recommendation 2

The Committee recommends that CALM in its role as the manager of most

of Western Australia's public land, should use its discretion freely but

reasonably to have its Minister quarantine areas under particular threat of

dieback infection, or dieback spread within an infected area, without

waiting for a full management plan; notwithstanding such a declaration,

current bona-fide commercial users of an area to be quarantined would be

encouraged to negotiate access rights where this would not directly

jeopardise dieback control measures being implemented. In addition a

special effort needs to be taken to clearly and simply explain to local

people the necessity for such action. and an emergency budget allocation

made to fund this effort.

4.3 PUBLIC EDUCATION

Whilst this quarantine policy is generally understood by the public in the

jarrah forest areas, there is a need to intensify the effort to educate the public

who use public lands such as National Parks and Conservation Reserves to the

necessity for such quarantine measures.
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Therefore the Committee notes and applauds the involvement of Rotary Clubs,

Wildflower Societies and other groups throughout Western Australia in

publicising the campaign against dieback diseases.

Recommendation 3

That the Department of Conservation and Land Management intensify its

campaign to educate the public on the ways dieback; is spread and the

public role in limiting the proliferation of these killer fungi; and enlist the

aid of supportive community groups whenever possible; the primary

targets of this campaign should be touring groups, park users and school

communities.

Recommendation 4

That a "Dieback Pack" of information be developed by CALM and the

RA. C aimed at educating motorists and in particular 4WD vehicle users

on preventative measures, and that the pack be supplied at reasonable cost

(if necessary) to motorists and also placed in the "glove box" of all 4WD

vehicles offered for sale.

4.4 LOCAL MANAGEMENT INPUT

There is a need for local communities to take an active role in the management,

care and supervision of crown lands in their vicinity. It is clear that where

local people take a proprietary interest in the care of public land in their area,

the management standard is raised and the cost of management to the

taxpayer is considerably reduced.

The Committee commends the work of the Fitzgerald and Walpole-Nornalup

··National-I'arkAssoGiationsand- the-Walpole-DistrictOffice-oLCALMasmodels .-_______ .

of this type of co-operation and interaction. The Northern Sandplains Dieback
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Working Party is an excellent model of co-operation which involves the

mineral sand mining industry and the local community. We acknowledge that

there are many other such groups doing equally commendable work which

regrettably the Committee has not had time to visit.

Recommendation 5

The Committee recommends the formation of local IfFriends of the Park"

type voluntary groups to provide advice and support for the management

of National Parks and reserve lands in their area and that a CALM officer

have a key role with each of these uoluntaru groups to provide additional

expert and scientific input. It also encourages the Government to consider

giving such groups legislative support similar to that enjoyed by Land

Conservation District Committees (LCDC's).

4.5 LAND- USER EDUCATION

The Committee is satisfied that the method of spread of phytophthora

cinnamomi dieback is well researched and understood by CALM Officers and

many other land-users and managers.

However, it is clear from evidence given to the Committee formally and in

general discussion that most people (even those most interested in the subject

of dieback) do not always fully understand how the disease spreads. For

example aerial canker infections which have been affecting the south coastal

areas in recent years, generally are a mystery to most of the public, yet the

potential exists there for rapid spread and massive destruction of a very

valuable and unique ecological resource.

The Committee had quite narrow Terms of Reference in relation to the

investigation of dieback. Unfortunately Phytophthora does not identify with

lines drawn on a map. The Committee investigation by necessity took evidence

outside its terms. Fungi will travel and infect farm land, vacant crown land
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and State forest as has been witnessed in areas such as Beekeeper Reserve in

the North, State Forest in the South West and farm land, particularly

horticultural land, from Perth southwards.

This problem will not disappear overnight and the economic impact of the

disease on the State's farm, forestry and tourism industries was unable to be

valued.

The general public need to be given a wider understanding of this most

virulent and destructive disease of our forest, heathland and farm land.

The dieback problem is very complex, but it is essential that a clear and concise

information pamphlet be distributed to all land-users and householders, and

especially to farmers and shire workers, who can easily and unknowingly

spread dieback with their machinery and vehicles. Similarly, home gardeners

can spread the disease on roots and soil of potted plants and transplanted

specimens.

Recommendation 6

That a simple, clear and brief information pamphlet be distributed to all

shires, farmers and householders outlining the dangers and methods of

spread of dieback and simple hygiene measures needed to limit its spread.

4.7 ROADS

Roads have become the biggest problem faced by land-use managers in the

fight against the spread of dieback diseases because of both their construction

and usage. Roads provide a focus of disease infection in widely dispersed

localities.

Road-building and earth-moving machinery was indisputably responsible for

spreading dieback over very long distances within the South-West Land

........ _- Dlvislon-S-e£o-re -the-nature--01--the disease-- was-generally·-recognisedor---

understood.
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No blame should be attached to any person, company or department for this; it

is an historical fact, and it is easy to be wise after the event.

The fact is that now there are hundreds of kilometres of road throughout the

State that are either infected by dieback or must be treated as suspect infection

areas because they abut or traverse known infected areas.

The Committee notes that CALM commonly uses a flag system to indicate

stretches of road known to be dieback infected, but CALM's resources are

inadequate to monitor all road construction and maintenance programmes in

threatened areas using its current technology.

This widespread infection imposes massive and expensive restrictions on both

the land managers (such as CALM and private landholders) and on the road

construction and maintenance industry (such as Shires, the Main Roads

Department and private construction companies).

By historical usage, many roads now traverse National Parks and other public

land and it is impractical and uneconomic to close such roads in most cases.

The Committee notes that CALM has already established the dieback status of

most of its roads in the South West's National Parks.

The Committee notes from its response to us that the Main Roads Department

uses CALM hygiene guidelines and staff instructions manuals when operating

in dieback areas.

In order to establish management techniques to minimise the risk of spreading

dieback, it is essential to establish the disease status of firstly the section of

road to be worked on and its verges, and secondly the disease status of the

materials that are to be used in the road building and maintenance

programme. These will be mainly gravel, sand and water supplies. Such a

programme will depend on the development of a quick, reliable and cheap test

for the presence of dieback pathogens in samples.
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Recommendation 7

The Committee recommends that as soon as IS practicable all road

reserves in known or suspected dieback areas be tested for the presence of

the dieback disease in order to establish a disease profile of each road, so

that appropriate disease control measures can be implemented during

reconstruction and maintenance work.

The availability of road making materials is an on-going problem that was

raised with this Committee at many hearings. In the past gravel and sand

supplies have been used from public land at little or no cost for road

construction. Evidence indicated that this practice has dispersed dieback

infected material over large areas of road reserves and adjacent land. Better

testing methods as discussed above would enable appropriate disease-status

material to be identified and used in road construction and maintenance.

The Committee believes that in the public interest it is time for a balanced

debate on the issue of suppling gravel from public lands in the interests of

dieback disease control and the construction of better roads. The Committee

noted that successful rehabilitation is now being achieved on mined sites

including gravel pits.

Recommendation 8

The Committee recommends that the Government review relevant sections

of the Act and the Mining Act with the object of making road-building

materials available from public lands for the purposed of building better

quality and relatively cheaper roads where the dieback.-diseases status of

such material to be supplied is tested and found appropriate to the disease

status of the road reserve being improved.
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PART 5: CURRENT RESEARCH AND RESEARCH FUNDING

OVERVIEW

Research into dieback. has been proceeding on an intensive scale since around

1967. It was then directed mainly at the effect of the disease on the jarrah

forest.

For a detailed study of the early research the Committee recommends CALM

Research Bulletin No. 3 of November 1989 entitled "[arran Dieback: The

Dynamics and Management of Phytophthora cinnamomi in the [arran (Eucalyptus

marginata) Forest of South-Western Australia". This bulletin also includes an

excellent glossary, which we have reproduced in this report in Part 2.4.

The extent of the problem in the jarrah forest and the commencement of

bauxite mining in the Darling Range stimulated the formation of the Dieback

Research Foundation which received financial contributions from industry and

from other sources. This financial assistance was administered by the Forests

Department and was directed towards many research programmes in the

ensuing 15 years. That Foundation no longer exists.

Industries now contribute to research projects directly and generally in co

operation with an existing teaching or research facility.

The Committee visited Alcoa's Huntly bauxite mining and rehabilitation

projects in the Darling Range and were most impressed with the practical field

research and control practises being implemented there such as the

incorporation of Copper Sulphate into road building materials.

Recently Murdoch University applied for Federal funding to set up the Co

operative Research Centre on Australian Plant Resources under Professor M G

K Jones to co-ordinate plant pathology research on a very broad range of

problems; This application was notsuccessful for Western Australia.'
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Murdoch University has established a new four year Biological Science

programme to include courses on plant pathology. Dr Giles Hardy, a forest

pathologist, who's Ph.D involved research in the area of Dieback will head this

programme. The programme commenced in July 1992 and Dr Hardy's

programme is being contributed to by Aloca.

There is also a great deal of high technology research being undertaken by

small, private companies and consultants. These are not all working on dieback

disease itself but much of their work in microbiological and genetic

engineering studies parallels research that is required for research into dieback

fungi.

The CSIRO in Perth has accessed a detailed and rapidly expanding data base

of remote satellite photography that is being be utilised in the fight against

dieback, although the programme was not specifically designed with that in

mind.

The Committee has broadly classified what we see to be the target areas for

research priority as follows>-

1 Mapping and interpretation of dieback: affected land;

2 The control of the spread of dieback: disease and the prevention of infection of

susceptible species with dieback fungi;

3 The search for and identification of sub species showing signs of resistance to

dieback; and

4 The cure of dieback-ajiected specimens.

The Committee considered each of these categories in more detail. Although it

is clear that the research effort on each category will overlap on to the others

it is important that such overlap does occur, but is consequently vital that a

total research overview be maintained.

5.1 MAPPING AND INTERPRETATION OF DIEBACK AFFECTED LAND

One Term of Reference of this Committee calls on it to investigate the extent of

dieback infection in Western Australia.
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The identification of affected areas was relatively straight-forward when

dieback was regarded solely as a problem of the State's comparatively intensely

managed jarrah forest estate. Infections were detected by experienced observers

and plotted on maps accordingly. As the disease became more widespread, the

now familiar quarantine measures were adopted and management plans were

designed and implemented for those disease-affected localities.

When CALM was given responsibility for most of the State's public lands the

task of mapping and evaluation increased so massively that quicker methods

had to be devised.

Current developments in satellite remote sensing and imagery now provide

land managers with a sophisticated and relatively cheap method of mapping

changes in the environment over very large areas (see appendix E for a more

detailed paper on remote sensing).

Trained skilled dieback disease interpreters can then evaluate suspect areas

identified by the photographs by on-ground inspection and testing, thus

establishing the dieback status of that parcel of land.

This confirmed data then becomes the base for developing an appropriate

broad-scale management strategy for that area.

This technology appears to this Committee to be a major breakthrough in the

definition of dieback affected areas and consequent disease control measures

on a large scale. CALM is now making extensive use of this technology but is

limited in its coverage of all the States' affected areas by the shortage of funds.

It appears to the Committee that this vital process of large-scale evaluation can

be expedited by increased funding for -

i) purchase of additional satellite sensing data

ii) more aerial mapping where required

iii) more interpretive staff
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io) development of a faster process for diagnosis of dieback diseases (refer

Recommendation 10).

The Committee sees this process of establishing the scope of dieback infection

in the South-West Land Division, if you like, "The Big Picture", as a very high

priority goal if control of the spread of the disease is to be attained.

Recommendation 9

The Committee urges the Government to ensure that adequate funding is

directed to the mapping and interpretation of dieback risk areas, where the

spread of the disease is expected to be quickest and most damaging. A list

of priority areas should be drawn up by a top-level Advisory group

comprising C.A.L.M and industry representatives including:

(i) Horticul ture;

(ii) apiarists;

(iii) Local Government;

(iv) conservationists;

(v) tour operators;

(vi) foresters; and

(vii) miners.

5.3 RESEARCH INTO THE CONTROL OF THE SPREAD OF DIEBACK

DISEASES

The Committee Recommendation 4.1 indicates its general support of the

current quarantine system of control of the spread of dieback, but the key to

the success of this strategy is the ability to accurately assess areas that contain

dieback materiaL

One limitation of large-scale photographic evidence is that it generally can
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only indicate dead and dying plants and trees, but not the cause of such

damage. Therefore it is self-evident that improved control depends on finding

a cheap, quick and reliable method of sampling soil and plant tissue in order

to prove or disprove the presence of dieback pathogens in samples of soil, root

tissue or water taken during manual follow-up inspection. Current

identification by baiting technique is rather slow and consequently expensive.

Evidence has been submitted to the Committee that much faster and modern

diagnostic methods are either available or can be quickly developed if this is

established as a priority research target, and that such methods are likely to

provide quicker results than the currently used technique.

Evidence was presented, that the testing of water samples for phytophthora

pathogens enabled larger areas of suspected land to be diagnosed in one test

than was possible by one of a soil sample.

Further evidence was presented that molecular biology and DNA finger

printing diagnostic techniques could be developed quite quickly if adequate

research funding was made available.

The Queensland Department of Primary Industries can test avocado plant

samples for phytophthora cinnamomi and return a diagnostic result within two

days. This method does not work with jarrah, but may be applicable to softer

tissued wildflower samples (see appendix "F").

Recommendation 10

The Committee recommends that very high priority be given to the

development of quicker and cheaper diagnostic methods of detecting

dieback pathogens, and that private research companies and individuals

also be invited to contract for this development.
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5.4 THE CURE OF DIEBACK AFFECTED SPECIMENS

1) The Committee visited CALV1's Dwellingup Research Station and viewed

experimental phosphorous acid applications by injection to banksia specimens.

We were shown trees where the progress of active dieback had been reversed

and these trees were regaining a healthy growth pattern after severe attack by

dieback disease.

Dr Shearer also showed us areas where the Department was experimenting

with the use of foliar sprays to cure affected specimens or to protect them from

becoming infected hosts of dieback disease. A limiting factor in the use foliar

sprays was the lack of a durable surfactant (wetting agent).

2) The Committee heard evidence from Dr Keating of Biotech International Ltd.

who outlined research work on biological control of dieback fungi using

another benevolent fungus. This research work is currently a spin-off of cereal

research work being undertaken by Biotech on behalf of, and paid for by, the

grain industry. The Government should consider expanding Biotech's research

effort to follow this ancillary research further to determine whether this can be

developed as a major preventative or cure for dieback,

The Committee notes firstly Dr Keating's claim that his Western Australian

company leads the world in some areas of research, but secondly that

California and Melbourne are ahead of W.A in some aspects of research using

molecular biology techniques.

3) The prevention of infection of susceptible species with dieback fungi is a

matter of great economic importance to commercial horticultural industries.

The Committee visited an Avocado Plantation and saw first hand the effects

and problems phytophthora cinnamomi causes growers of avocados. The use of

phosphorous acid to prevent Phytophthora cinnamomi in avocado orchards is

routine practice throughout the industry and has been so for at least eight

years.
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The avocado industry has streamlined the process of injecting phosphorous

acid into their trees using gas-powered injection-guns; this costs about 20c per

shot and each tree may require up to six shots. These horticultural industries

are already financing research at various institutions and it is important that

this research be continued. The Committee was told that Queensland leads

Australia in this aspect of research and broad acre control.

The Committee believes it is very important that all avenues of research are

followed up and co-ordinated as far as is commercially appropriate given the

sensitivity of some information and the potentially huge economic benefit that

will flow to a company or institution that achieves a major break-through in

the control of these devastating diseases.

The Committee also believes that it is important that Western Australians

benefit economically from the technology that is being developed by local

research companies! institutions and individuals.

The Committee was pleased to note the opinion of several witnesses that

Western Australian research is of a very high standard and is considered

world-wide to be at the cutting edge of technology and application in the field

of dieback disease control. However! many research projects are now at the

stage where they need quite large injections of money into scientific equipment

and research personnel in order to progress at this standard.

Notwithstanding the above evidence it has also been suggested that there is

spare capacity in some existing research facilities. If this can be accessed by

suitably qualified people! the Committee feels that there is scope for more

small! localised research projects.

The classification of plants varieties in smaller isolated parks and reserves

could be undertaken satisfactorily by competent local people thus saving the

taxpayer large sums of money and time in travelling and accommodation costs.
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Recommendation 11

The Committee notes Western Australian's achievements in research and

treatment of dieback diseases and recommends that all avenues of research

should be co-ordinated as far as it is commercially appropriate, to

achieve a greater and wider research base and speeder resolution of the

problems of dieback diseases.

Recommendation 12

Research grants, should be made wherever possible to local research

companies, individuals and institutions so that Western Australian

benefits economically from the technology developed in dieback disease

control.
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PART 6 FUTURE RESEARCH

6.1 Evidence was taken that suggested the community is not obtaining the full

benefit of current research funding. It was suggested that private research

companies in co-operation with university research and resources produce

superior practical outcomes to the sponsor of such research.

6.2 The Committee is of the opinion that some of the research being undertaken

for the agricultural and horticultural industries could well apply to National

Park land management in the future and that there is an urgent need for closer

co-operation and co-ordination of that research and a sharing of that gained

knowledge, while fully recognising that there is a commercial aspect to some of

the intellectual property involved.

RecommendaHon 13

The Committee urges the Government to ensure that CALM keeps close

contact with the agricultural and horticultural industries and if possible

with their research base and control practices.

6.3 During its sittings and field trips the Committee has identified areas of

research that we believe should be followed up in the quest for better control

and treatment of dieback diseases. Due to the wide field of research that is

always ongoing, and also the commercial secrecy of some research projects the

Committee acknowledges that some of the following may already be the

subject of study. The Committee does not indicate a research priority for these

topics, so they are listed at random in the hope that they may stimulate some

interest and possibly doctoral or commercial research.

Burning regimes and the differing effects on suppressant understorey

plants.
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Companion planting and suppression effects - acacias, tee-tree,

lavandula and Juniperus.

Fungal parasites in mulch and composts as dieback diseases

suppressants, and the effects of burning on such fungal colonies.

A quick tank sterilisation treatment of water being used for fire fighting

and road works would be of enormous benefit to the fight against the

spread of dieback. Research effort could well be directed to the

discovery of such a suitable disinfectant.

Classification of plants in lesser known and less accessible National

Parks and Nature Reserves.

Intensive search for classification of unknown fungi that could cause a

suppressive or curative effect on dieback diseases.

Molecular biology indicates a field for quicker diagnosis of plant root

diseases such as the Phytophthora pathogens. Evidence has been

presented that California and Melbourne Universities are ahead of

Western Australia. The Committee recommends that more action be

taken in this direction (see 5.3).

Biological control utilising antagonistic organisms is being investigated

at an advanced level for the agricultural and horticultural industry and

the Committee recommends a realistic assessment of this research with

particular attention to any relevance to broad-acre control or

eradication (see 5.4).

A closer study of how the forests' microbial ecology is affected by

controlled burning could well provide new guidelines for forest and

National Park Management and the Committee encourages such further

research.
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There is a need for longer acting surfactant (wetting agent) that will

adhere to plant foliage so that chemicals such as phosphorous add will

stay in contact with leaf surfaces long enough for the added chemical to

be absorbed through the leaf surface. Such a development could well

open the way for large scale spray treatment of dieback diseased areas,

and would certainly have great spin-off benefits to the horticultural

and agricultural industries.

There is an urgent need for research into:

i) The Aerial Cankers affecting the south coastal areas of

Western Australia;

ii) Phytophthom Megaspenna which is often appearing in

conjunction with Aerial Canker outbreaks with

devastating results; and

iii) Phytophthom Citricola which is present in a few sites in

Western Australia would be a severe threat to the

avocado industry if it becomes wide spread.

Recommendation 14

The Committee recommends that CALM and the new dieback: research

programme at Murdoch University maintain a public "running list" of

minor and major research targets that could be taken up by tertian)

graduates, private researches and industries.

The Committee's sittings throughout the South West Land Division stimulated

considerable interest and many issues have been raised with members of the

Committee in the final stages of our deliberations. Time has precluded the

following-up of research suggestions. The Committee is therefore of the

opinion that there is still more work to be done on the subject of dieback

diseases, research and control.
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Recommendation 15

The Committee recommends that following the election due in 1993, the

Committee be reconstituted to further investigate the areas which were

peripheral to the Committee's current Terms of Reference, as well as some

additional issues that have arisen late in the Committee's deliberations

and will require more time to investigate.
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PART 7 DIE13ACK AND INDUSTRY

7.1 DIE13ACK AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Public services such as power lines, roads, railways and pipelines often have to

traverse areas that are affected by dieback or are at risk of infection from

dieback-affected areas. Telecom, SECW A and the MRD all indicated that they

use CALM's guidelines when working in dieback areas and their standard

reference is CALM's 7-Point Plan (Appendix D). The Committee is satisfied

that the authorities contacted are aware of the risks of spreading dieback and

take steps to educate their work force in their work practices accordingly.

The Committee however warns against the over-emphasising of the threat of

dieback when assessing vital infrastructure development works. It appears that

some proposals for development are assessed on emotive rather than factual

grounds by some sectors of the public.

Whilst the Committee applauds the vigilance and enthusiasm of some groups

as watchdogs of the public estate, it encourages all groups to ensure that they

make fair, balanced and informed judgments and statements so as to preserve

their credibility and effectiveness and thereby add value to the public debate.

7.2 DIE13ACK AND TOURISM

Western Australian's Tourism industry will be severely damaged if dieback is

allowed to spread rapidly in the coastal heathland. In particular, Western

Australia's unique and spectacular banksia woodlands of the Northern

Sandplains and the South Coast are of vital importance to the tourist industry

in that these areas attract large numbers of overseas and interstate visitors and

botanists.

The current floral deterioration in certain areas of the south coast east of

Albany such as the Two Peoples Bay Nature Reserve is a frightening indicator
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of things to come if funding is not increased in that area.

Evidence was presented that Government funding has been denied for projects

that could eradicate some presently small pockets of dieback infection there.

Such funding restrictions require urgent attention, as these areas could provide

a yardstick measure of the effectiveness of dieback treatment on medium size

plots.

Restrictions on the users of National Parks and Reserves for reasons of

controlling dieback are particular irksome to local communities and regular

visitors, many of whom have been using these areas for generations for their

holidays and recreation.

Evidence presented to the Committee indicates that there needs to be a more

sensitive approach by land management authorities in some cases. The

Committee is of the opinion that this can only be addressed by increased co

operation with local people and by a greater effort being made to increase the

understanding of dieback and how exclusion from certain areas is vital to

species conservation in such areas.

The Committee received many complaints that too much country was being

quarantined when it was not seen by local people to be justified. This was

particularly so in coastal areas where fishing and camping at or near the

beaches has been a traditional way of life.

The Committee fully recognises the difficulty and delicacy of the task faced by

CALM staff in explaining and policing such restrictions, and notes that in most

cases it is "The Department" and the rules laid down that cause the friction

rather than the local ranger.

Recommendation 16

That the Government instruct CALM to make a very strenuous effort to

discover and help local communities establish suitable short and medium
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stay camping areas near popular local recreation spots where the risk of

dieback: spread is minimal or manageable, especially in the lower rainfall

areas East of Bremer Bay.

7.3 DIEBACK AND THE WILDFLOWER INDUSTRY

It is unfortunate that some of Western Australia's most spectacular wildflower

species grow in areas of the coastal sandplain that are very susceptible to

dieback diseases of all types.

The wildflower industry is very important to the WA Economy. Total exports

of cultivated grown flowers, native wildflowers and proteas were valued at

$15.5 million according to available Australian Bureau of Statistics data.

Industry sources suggest that the current value of wildflower production is in

excess of $18 million with exports approximately $11.4 million of that total.

Bush picking has an estimated value of $8 million with an estimated export

earnings of $5.5 Million.

Wildflower pickers are licensed by CALM's Perth head office and supervision

is carried out by local officers. The Committee is satisfied that the licence

holders are aware of their responsibilities but have some concern that casual

wildflower pickers employed by them are not always sufficiently educated in

the risks associated with their collection of flowers.

Recommendation 17

The Committee recommends that licences be issued from local District

Offices of CALM and that pickers can only be employed after they have

been given instruction and accreditation by CALM on how to collect

flowers without spreading Phytophthora and leaving unnecessary scars on

plants thus allowing the entry of the Aerial Canker fungi which are now

prevalent on the south coast areas particularly.
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7.4 DIEBACK AND MINING

The balance between mineral exploration and development and the proper

management of dieback is delicate and very important. The interaction goes

back about thirty years and a satisfactory code of practice and a high level of

understanding and co-operation exists between the miners and land managers

in all the areas that were brought to the notice of this Committee.

State Governments have insisted that stringent dieback disease prevention

measures were taken by the mining and transport industries currently

operating in the risk areas, and any spread by industry appears to have been

very minimal and subsequently controlled.

Quarantine and hygiene practices now in place are proving effective and are

being constantly researched and refined. Such practices must continue to be

observed strictly and monitored closely.

The level of hygiene practiced by mining companies is a credit to them and the

many private consultants, the Department of Conservation and Land

Management, and to a lesser extent, the Environmental Protection Authority.

The Committee is satisfied that so long as adequate and stringent safeguards

that now exist are continued, mining operations can take place in or adjacent to

infected areas of land without spreading the disease into uninfected areas. This,

of course, will depend on continuing- vigilance by all parties and a realistic

understanding of dieback diseases by those involved in the industry as to their

responsibility to our environment.

Recommendation 18

The Committee is confident that mtmng operations can proceed in or

adjacent to dieback infected areas provided effective quarantine and

hygiene practices are observed at all stages of exploration, mining and

transport of materials. Such practices must continue to be observed

strictly, and monitored closely.
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7.5 DIEBACK AND BEEKEEPERS

The Committee received a detailed submission from the Beekeepers Section of

the Western Australian Farmers Federation who outlined the threat to their

industry if dieback disease were allowed to spread unchecked through the

coastal heathlands and woodlands.

Their $9.3 million per year industry relies very heavily on the northern coastal

sandplain where parts of it are used every year by many of their 200

beekeepers and almost all of the larger commercial beekeepers.

Currently the sites for their hives are registered for a fee of $34.00 per year for

each site which can add up to a total licence fee of $12,000 per year for some

apiarists. They pointed out that it was not just Banksias, but also Dryandras

Hakeas and many other plants that were equally important to them. They

agreed that uncontrolled dieback would be a massive threat to their two

industry "cornerstone" sites, one being the sandplain area north of Perth and

the other being the jarrah forests.

The beekeepers expressed concern that they were being shut out of more and

more areas of the public estate, dieback being often quoted as a reason for such

exclusions.

Recommendation 19

The Committee believes that a large proportion of the registration fees

obtained from the apiarists should be directed back into dieback research

in these areas. The Committee urges the Government to ensure that every

effort is made to allow beekeepers access to safe sites close to dieback

areas so that bees can range over any honey-flow in such areas.
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PART 8 FUTURE DIEBACK RESEARCH FUNDING

8.1 The Committee decided that in the currently difficult economic climate and the

consequent shortage of research money, it was proper that we should explore

possible avenues for future funding.

Environmental degradation has been demonstrated world-wide to be

extremely emotive, and many people are keen to contribute money to research

and management aimed at combating such degradation.

The involvement of Wildflowers Societies, Rotary and other groups in the

public awareness campaign on dieback disease has been noted and applauded

in Part 4.3 of this Report.

The Committee believes that there are many citizens of W.A who would

donate to specific and readily identifiable research projects when their interest

is aroused by publicity such as Rotary's detailed Dieback Kit and Video.

There needs to be a fund set up to give an opportunity to receive donations

from concerned individuals, organisations and businesses who wish to

progress research into dieback diseases. Such a fund could possibly be set up

under Part IXA of the CALM Act.

The Chairman noted evidence that some tourist-oriented hotels in Zimbabwe

invited departing guests to add a small donation to their hotel bill which was

passed on to conservation funds, for specific projects such as the captive

breeding program with the endangered White Rhinoceros. A similar initiative

with hotels in appropriate districts, would encourage overseas and interstate

tourists to contribute to high standard research into dieback diseases of

threatened flora in Western Australia.
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Recommendation 20

The Committee recommends that a Dieback Research

Foundation/Trust/Fund be established under legislation to receive

contributions from public and corporate sources for funding research

projects on dieback diseases. We recommend that Tax Deductible Status is

sought for donations to this fund.

8.2 The Committee believes that the Research Funding should be administered by

a non-government council representing a wide cross-section of public land

users and land managers.

We believe this administrative council would set research priorities and

allocate funds accordingly. It should also be able to receive and administer

gifts to specific projects nominated by donors.

It is possible that members of the advisory group mentioned in

Recommendation 9, could also be members of this Research Foundation

Council.

It seems to this Committee that the Chairman of the Research Council should

be a very senior officer of CALM, but that non-government personnel should

be the majority of the Council.

Recommendation 21

The Dieback: Research Foundation should be administered by a high profile

non-government council representing Industru, Academia, Independent

Researchers and CALMI with the Chairman being a senior officer of

CALM.
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8.3 VISITORS LEVY FOR DIEBACK FUNDING

The Committee considered the question of collecting entrance fees to National

Parks where dieback management and control works were evident, in order to

meet some of the associated costs. We concluded that in many cases the

collection of fees would be either haphazard or cost-ineffective in most cases.

The Committee noted that entrance fees are levied in some National Parks in

Western Australia and that such fees are commonplace in many overseas

countries.

We also considered a dieback levy as a compulsory component of tour-bus

fares to assist the funding of dieback management.

The Committee declined to recommend these levy proposals, believing that

donations to the Dieback Research fund for specific projects would be more

appropriate and could be more effectively targeted.

The Committee also decided that it was inappropriate to propose the charging

of an entrance fee to any more National Parks and Nature Reserves, (most

particularly those in the more remote locations) for these additional reasons:

i) the quite prevalent antagonism from people who were

excluded from their traditional land usage;

ii) the need to encourage local communities to help manage and

control the spread of dieback in their area was a higher priority

than the collection of entry fees; and

iii) the extensive contribution of time and resources currently put

in by local volunteers in the way of fire control and advisory

committees etc.
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8.3 The Committee noted with interest the Federal Government's Resource

Assessment Commission. "Forest and Timber Inquiry Final Report" of March

1992.

Its conclusions relate mainly to forest areas, but the comments on research and

funding are relevant to this W.A. Select Committee's deliberations, and the

relevant paragraphs from Volume 1. Page 500, are included here:

"18.125. The Inquiy's proposal is for an integrated Australian Forests Research and

Development Authority with the following responsibilities: identifying and defining

requirements for research into all aspects of forest planning and management;

allocating and administering funds for the undertaking of research by appropriate

organisations and individuals; and disseminating the findings of the research. Research

would be undertaken on contract by industry, conservation organisations, government

agencies, universities, the CSIRO, cooperative research centres, and individual

consultants. Funding for both the Authority and the research program it would

administer would be provided by industry, the Commonwealth, and possibly the states.

Industry contributions might be obtained by means of an industry levy.

18.126. The Inquiry recommends against establishing a research and development body

that would itself undertake research. In the Inquiry's view establishment of the body as

an unincorporated authority, rather than a corporation, would facilitate direction of its

work program by the National Forests Council. The Australian Forests Research and

Development Authority could be established under the National Forests Council

umbrella. The Authority's research and development program would support the

working groups in the National Forests Council; the Authority would also work closely

with the Australian Forest Product Development and Marketing Corporation, as

proposed by the Inquiry (see Section 18.7)"

The Committee does not favour any proposal to centralise dieback research to

any other State of Australia as we are confident that the best research results

will be achieved by local studies in our own Western Australian environment.

The Committee has previously noted (page 34) that Murdoch University failed

to attract Federal funding for their Co-operative Research Centre and that such
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a Centre is now proposed for Canberra.

Neither does this Committee favour State funding being applied to a

centralised organisation such as the proposed Australian Forests Research and

Development authority for dieback disease research.

Recommendation 22

The Committee recommends that the Government strongly oppose any

proposal to move dieback research/ or research funds/ away from Western

Australia.

By actively promoting Western Australia's advanced level of dieback

management and research/ it should be possible to attract joint research

projects to this State along with an appropriate share of the funding for

such research.

Recommendation 23

The Committee recommends that the Dieback Research Foundation

actively seek out-of-State industries to conduct jointly funded dieback

research in Western Australia where so much advanced study and research

is already taking place.

8.4 Some mining and timber companies have made very significant contributions

to dieback research over many years, since 1982 through the now defunct

Dieback Research Foundation and since its demise, by direct funding.

As a good example the Committee notes and applauds the long-term

commitment and positive attitude of Aloca of Australia Ltd to dieback research

and management. Alcoa's Environmental Services Manager, Mr John Day, has
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kindly provided the Committee with a breakdown of the Company's

expenditure on dieback control and research and with Aloca's agreement we

have included these figures in Appendix "H".

8.5 It is clear that much of the funding for dieback research and management will

continue to come from State Government budget allocations. CALM's 1991/92

printed budget included an amount of $517,000 for dieback research. For

1990/91, expenditure was $494,000.

As discussed in Part 4 "Overview", the amount of such budget allocations will

depend on the assessment of the importance and priority of dieback disease by

the Government of the day.

This priority will in tum be greatly influenced, if not ultimately determined, by

the attitude of the community to any reduction of specie diversity and real or

perceived looses in industrial production.

It has been a major aim of this Committee to recommend to Government ways

in which the public can become better informed about the effects of the

dieback diseases on our environment.

Thereby the people may in the future be able intelligently to direct their

Parliament to cast its priorities on their behalf with diligence, balance and

wisdom.

Hon W N Stretch MLC

Chairman of the Committee
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APPENDIX A

PEOPLE WHO GAVE TESTIMONY TO TIlE COMMITTEE

Dr Ray Hart, Environmental Consultant, Hart & Simpson

Dr Bryan Shearer, Scientist, Department of Conservation and Land Management

Mr Peter Robertson, Conservation Council of Western Australia

Dr Beth Schultz, Conservation Council of Western Australia

Ms Rachel Siewert, Conservation Council of Western Australia

Mr Colin Murray, Environmental Protection Authority

Dr John Scott, Division of Entomology, CSIRO

Dr Elaine Davison, Australasian Plant Pathology Society

Dr Sivasithamparam (Dr Siva), University of Western Australia

Mr B Muir, Dames & Moore

Dr Philip O'Brien, Murdoch University

Dr Joanna Tippett, Walpole-Nornalup National Park Association

Dr Yarra Korczynskyj, Walpole-Nornalup National Park Association

Mr Frank Batini, Manager Environment Protection Branch Como, Department of
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Conservation and Land Management

Mr Kelly Gillen, Albany District Manager, Department of Conservation and Land

Management

Mr Tom Donaldson, Plantagenet Shire Councillor

Mr Kevin Forbes, Plantagenet Shire Councillor

Mr Basil Schur, Denmark Environmental Centre

Mr Tony Pedro

Mr Alexander Syme, Denmark Conservation Society

Mrs Katrina Syme, Denmark Conservation Society

Mr D Stoney, President of Albany Shire Council

Mr John Williams, Albany Shire Councillor

Ms Mandy Curnow, Australian Conservation Foundation South Coast Branch

Mr Robert Moir

Ms Florence Mckail, Albany Shire Councillor

Ms Lucy Hoeksema

Mr Harold (Spike) Daniel

Mr Maurice McCormick

Ms Sylvia Leighton
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Mr Lawrie Anderson, Department of Conservation and Land Management, Albany

Mr Robert Howard

Dr Peter Keating, Scientist Biotech International Ltd

Mr Francis Sellick

Mr Bob Standing

Mr Hugh Muntz

Mr John Winton, District Protection Officer, Department of Conservation and Land

Management, Esperance

Mr Ronald Taylor, Local Environment Action Forum Group Esperance

Mr Kevin McMenemy, WA Farmers Federation (Inc)

Mr Ross Cook, WA Farmers Federation (Beekeepers Section)

Mr Deane Spurge, WA Farmers Federation (Beekeepers Section)

Mr Rod Daw, Ravensthorpe farmer

Helen McDonald

Dr Ralph Cooper

Mrs Violet Bennett, Councillor Ravensthorpe Shire

Moorika McHayle
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APPENDIX B

COMMITTEE BRIEFINGS

Dr S Shea! Executive Director! Department of Conservation and Land Management

Roger Underwood! Department of Conservation and Land Management

Dr Bryan Shearer! Scientist! Department of Conservation and Land Management

D Meehan! Planning operator! Department of Conservation and Land Management 

Dwellingup

Keith Low! District Manager, Department of Conservation and Land Management 

Dwellingup

R Fairman! Department of Conservation and Land Management Dwellingup

Peter Elliot! Huntly Mine ALCOA

Glenda Peterson! Huntly Mine ALCOA

Roger Armstrong! Department of Conservation and Land Management Bunbury

David Rose! District Manager Mcora, Department of Conservation and Land

Management

R J Scallan! AMC Mineral Sands Ltd - Eneabba

M Jefferies! AMC Mineral Sands Ltd - Eneabba

G O'Grady! AMC Mineral Sands Ltd - Eneabba
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Murray Ryall, Tiwest Mining and Chairman of the Northern Sandplains Dieback

Working Party

Mr J & Mrs J Browne! Lesueur Landholders Group

Mr T & Mrs Hodgson! Lesueur Landholders Group

Mr D & Mrs J Williams! Farmer

Andrew Morton! Department of Conservation and Land Management Walpole

Kelly Gillen! Albany District Manager! Department of Conservation and Land

Management

Frank Batini, Manager Environment Protection Branch Como! Department of

Conservation and Land Management

Malcolm Grant! Department of Conservation and Land Management Albany

K Tiedermann, Esperance District Manager! Department of Conservation and Land

Management

John Winton! District Protection Officer! Department of Conservation and Land

Management

Ian Solomon, Department of Conservation and Land Management! Esperance

Dr Ray Hart! Environmental Consultant

Kevin Mills! Geologist Cable Sands

Howard Manning! CALM Pemberton

Terry Court! District Manager! CALM Pemberton
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Norm Campbell, CIRSO

Graham Benn. Department of Conservation and Land Management

Peter Bowen, Department of Conservation and Land Management

Shire of Ravensthorpe

Frank Smith

John Gillam, Councillor Cranbrook Shire

John Galatis, Estate Manager of Avocado Plantation in Baldivis

Steve Bolton, Avocado Plantation in Baldivis
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APPENDIX C

WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS

Conservation Council of Western Australia

Mr Wayne Tinlin

State Energy Commission of Western Australia

Mr B.G. Muir, Dames & Moore

Mr Murray Ryall, Chairman, Northern Saridplains Dieback Working Party

Mr J McCulloch

Australasian Plant Pathology Society

Fringedwellers of the Swan Valley of Western Australia

Betty Towers

Walpole-Nornalup National Park Association

Bernie Masters, Environmental and Earth Science Consultants

Dr John K Scott Entomology, CSIRO

Darling Range Forum

Denmark Environment Centre
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West Australian Water Authority

Professor MGK Jones, Murdoch University

Dr Yarra Korczynskyj

Mines Department

Main Road Department

Telecom

Dr Philip O'Brien, Murdoch University

Dr Bryan Shearer, Department of Conservation and Land Management

Mr R Burton

Dr Ralph Cooper, retired microbiologist and biochemist

Dr Gillian Craig, Botanist

The Western Australian Farmers Federation Beekeepers Section

Rosemary Jasper, Naturalist

Ron Richards,
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APPENDIX D

POLICIES FOR DIEBACK PROTECTION

CALM has seven policies regarding dieback protection for nature reserves, timber

reserves and national parks in the South Coast Region. The aims of the policies are to:

a) prevent the introduction of die back into disease-free areas; and

b) minimise spread in the areas where the disease already occurs.

These policies are:

1) A system of essential roads and firebreaks which are to be retained will be

defined, based wherever possible on existing roads and firebreaks. Other roads

and firebreaks will be closed.

2) Construction of new roads and firebreaks will take place only where essential.

Where new roads and firebreaks are necessary, they will be located and

constructed so as to minimise the risk of disease introduction or the impact of

additional spread.

3) Offroad vehicular access on Departmental lands will be prohibited. Offroad access

for management purposes (eg. fire control) will also be strictly controlled and will

be based on a consideration of hygiene requirements.

4) Before any operations are permitted the following factors will be evaluated:

i) the need for the work proposed iv) landform

ii) hygiene measures required v) vegetation

iii) risk of introducing the vi) likely irnpact

dieback fungus vii) consequences of impact

on land use

Evaluation will be based on a Seven Way Test which incorporates the above seven
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factors. A decision to accept, reject or modify the proposed activity will be made

only after the relevant factors have been evaluated, using the Seven Way Test.

5) If a decision to proceed is made, existing hygiene practices, as specified in the

Dieback Hygiene Manual, will be used. If necessary, new procedures will be

developed.

6) Road and firebreak maintenance will be carried out in accordance with the

guidelines given in the Dieback Hygiene Manual, will be used. If necessary, new

procedures will be developed.

7) Undertake research, as far as practicable, on dieback spread, control, susceptibility

of plant communities and risk of infection.
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APPENDIX E

REMOTE SENSING

Overview

[The Committee is obliged to Air Graeme Behn of the CSIRO, Division of the Exploration of

Geoscience for the following outline of remote sensing technology]

Remote sensing can be considered to be any methodology employed to interpret a target,

without being in physical contact with the target.

Aerial photography is the original form of remote sensing. It is generally limited to a

study of images recorded on photographic emulsions sensitive to electromagnetic energy

in the near of visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum.

Remote sensing is considered to be the methodology of collecting and interpreting target

information over a much broader range of the electromagnetic spectrum, rather than the

wavelength range associated with photographic interpretation.

The technological need for environmental monitoring of the earth's surface has led to

many development applications. Remote sensing can be used as a basis for making sound

decisions regarding resource development and land use, and for accurately monitoring

the impact of human activities on the land, water and in the air.

Remote sensing systems are various, but the practice of remote sensing can be simply

explained as one 0 data acquisition, then one of data analysis.

Detection and Interpretation

Remote sensing data are basically records of reflected and emitted electromagnetic energy

patterns presented as picture-Iike images. The image interpretation or detection of these
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patterns is aided by the spatial, spectral, radiometric and temporal characteristics of the

data. Spatial resolution refers to the ability of the recording system in distinguishing

closely spaced objects, spectral resolution is the recording of the same scene in different

spectral regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, radiometric resolution is to provide

better contrast so that a greater number of discriminable grey steps between the black and

white limits is achievable, and finally, temporal resolution refers to the use of imagery

acquired at given time-intervals of the year to detect changes that have occurred.

The detection stage naturally leads on to the recognition and identification stage in which

the image interpreter has to exercise general, local, as well as specific levels of reference to

allocate objects known as classes. The result of identification and recognition is a list of

objects and features in the areas. These form the basis for delineation of areas having

homogeneous patterns and characteristics. Each area so delineated can then be classified.

The accuracy is then evaluated by field checks. The final stage of the interpretation is then

classification, producing meaningful data which can be displayed as maps or for

incorporation into geographic information systems.
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Sin cer e ty J0 urs,
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APPENDIX "G"

Please oddres..s all correspondence 10 Executive Olr ec lor. P.O. Box 104. COMO W.A. 6152

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND LAND MANAGEMENT
HEAD OFFICE
HAC<EIf DRiVE CRAWLEY
wESfEr,N AUSTRALIA
Phone (Do] 3868811
Ietex AAo<1585
~acSimile (Do] 3861578

STATE OPERATiONSHEADQUARTERS
50 HAYMAN ROAD COMO
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Phone (00) 367 0333
felexAA 0<1616
Facsimde (Do] 367 0466

Your Rei:

Our Rei:

Enquiries:

Phone:

Hon W N Stretch IvfLC
Chairman
Select Committee on Dieback
Parliament House

L PERTH W A 6000

Dear Bill

Thank you for your recent request for an update on dieback infected areas in national parks
and reserves, and for comments on terminology. In response:

1. The most accurate overall estimate of dieback occurrence in State forest was made
in 1974, and was 172 000 ha. Since that time disease location and mapping has
concentrated on specific parts of the forest where hygiene planning is needed, and
no new overall estimate has been made. I estimate that there may have been an 8-10
per cent increase in area affected over the last 20-odd years, suggesting that the
current area is about 180 000 ha. However, since some of the areas which were
State forest in 1974 are now national parks, nature reserves or conservation parks, it
is hard to be precise.

2. In the northern sandplains ("CALM's Moora district") distribution of dieback
appears to be quite widespread, but areas affected are very small. The best estimate
I can provide is that the area is certainly less than 1000 ha on parks and reserves.

3. Along the south coast, dieback. is very widely distributed from Augusta to Cape
Arid. There is no reliable estimate of areas affected. As I have discussed with you,
we are currently field testing some new remote sensing which looks very promising.

4. There are a number of reasons why we cannot provide detailed information on
dieback occurrence in parks and reserves:

No dieback mapping was done in any of these areas before CALM was
formed, so that CALM "inherited" a huge backlog to survey;

The area to study is very large (over 2 million ha in the South- West) and
widely scattered. New reserves are constantly being created;

Good techniques are not yet available for non-forest areas. We are still
developing the technology in this field - ego remote sensing;

Resources are scarce and dieback mapping is expensive (over S10 per
hectare). Priority is gi ven to specific areas· for example where management
plans are being prepared or where operations such as mining or timber
cutting are proposed - and resources for field survey. photography and
mapping are focused on these areas; and
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Some areas have been recently burnt (e.g., Fitzgerald River and Stirling
Range National Parks) and fire can mask dieback symptoms.

5. Some very approximate figures can be given for some South-West parks and
reserves. I emphasise that these figures are not accurate, because our current
technology simply doesn't allow us to be, and mapping is ongoing.

Two Peoples Bay Nature Reserve is considered to be approximately 70 per
cent infected.

Cape Le Grande National Park is probably more than 50 per cent infected.

Stirling Range National Park is probably more than 20 per cent infected.

Fitzgerald River National Park is probably less than 1 per cent infected.

Cape Arid National Park is probably less than I per cent infected.

6. The term "active infection" is usually applied to an area where the disease is
expanding into healthy vegetation, as opposed to areas where it is present, but
stationary.

"Susceptible" is not a term which can be applied to "infection". We normally apply
it to a plant species or to a plant community. Species or communities which are
"susceptible" are those which are unable to resist infection by the dieback fungi.

"Areas under threat from infections" are generally defined as those downslope of an
existing infection, or downslope of a road or footpath where the fungus might
accidentally be introduced or spread. The latter situation should more correctly be
considered as "areas potentiaLlv under threat from infections".

I have attached our latest map on the northern sand plains and a copy of a glossary of
dieback terms.

Yours sincerely

0;~
Syd Shea
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

14 September 1992

Att
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APPENDIX "H"

'ALCOA OF AUSTRALIA LIMITED
(INCORPOPATEO IN VICTORIA) Ae.N. ON 8/9298

Cnr. Davy and Marmion Streets, Booraqoon, Western Australia

/

31 July, 1992

The Cb..a:irman
Select Committee on Dieback
Legislative Council Committee Office
Parliament House
PR.~TH W A 6000

Attention: NIr_Mark Hilditch

De3TSir,

ALCOA
AUSTRAUA

Attached please find information re]ating to Alcoa expenditure 011 dieback research
(internal and external) together witb. indicative numbers relating to current operating
expenditure on dieback management,

The data relating to research covers the period 1978/92 as an indication of Alcoa's
protracted commitment to this issue. The data on 1992 operating expenditure for
dieback management relates only to the Huntly mine visited by the Committee. It
accounts for about half our total bauxite production. Costs per tonne mined. are
currently lower at the other two mines, but will rise to similar levels when the
operations move into similar qualityforest to that at Huntly.

I trust this information "Will meet your requirements. Should you have any further
queries please contact me further.

Yours faithfully,

JOHN DAY
Environmental Services Manager
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1. Research costs are provided separately.

2. Dieback Mapping costs incurred across the three mines through total funding

of 7 man clieback mapping team controlled by CAlM.

1992 $350,000 p.a,

3. Vegetation mapping for the purpose of identifying possible disease

expression or intensification.

1992 $80,000 p.a.

4. Intemalstaff allocations dedicated to Dieback Management (excluding

research)

1 Full time professional environmental scientist

1 Technician. full time, 2 technicians part time

10% Manager time

1992 (~) $120,000

S. Rehabilitation of severely degraded, unmined dieback forest in the general

vicinity of mining operations (joint Alcoa/CAlM planning. Alcoa funded

operations undertaken by CAL\1).

1992 $100,000

6. The cost of capital equipment manufacture and installation and overall

operating costs at the Huntly mine for all aspects of operational dieback

management are estimated at 12-15 cents per bauxite production tonne in

1992. Current production rate is 11 M.T. p.a, Hence 1992 indicative costs

are estimated. at $1.32M - $1.65M. Of this, ongoing expenditure is

estimated at 2-3 cents per tonne of $200,000 - $330,000 p.a.
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Annual Funding of Dieback Research by Alcoa

EX'IERNAL RESEARCH:

Year Funding Through Direct Funding TotalDieback
Dieback Research Funding

Fund

1978 ° 6,375 6,375

1979 56,792 14,375 71,167

1980 90,588 14,375 104,963

1981 164,835 14,375 179,210

1982 190,672 0 190,672

1983 95,788 ° 95,788

1984 57,Z77 0 sr.zr:
1985 120,149 0 120,149

1986 200,988 ° 200,988

1987 100,311 0 100,311

1988 7,671 74,717 82,388

1989 0 112,381 112,381

1990 0 137,708 137,708

1991 0 173,Z79 173,279

1992 0 127,835 127,835

Total 1,085,071 675,420 1,760,491

The main recipients, of research grants have been CALM, Research; M-urdoch

University, School of Environmental and Life Sciences; University of WA, Botany

Department; and CSIRO, Division of Forestry and Division of Water- Resources.

INTERNAL RESEARCH:

Alcoa's internal research on dieback commenced in 1979. Annual costs have been
in the order of $450,000 per annum during the last five years. A significant part of

the expenditure (10-20%) has been on the use of specialist consultants.
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